Top 5 Reasons: Dell EMC
PowerProtect Cloud Snapshot Manager
Seamless snapshot management across multiple clouds for backup and disaster recovery
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PowerProtect Cloud Snapshot Manager (CSM) is a SaaS solution that makes it easy to protect critical
workloads in the public cloud by leveraging the underlying snapshot technology of the cloud providers –
without requiring installation or infrastructure. Customers can discover, orchestrate, and automate the
protection of workloads across AWS and Azure with tag-based policies.

1 | Software as a Service protection
CSM is a SaaS-based solution for backup and disaster recovery, complete with multi-tenancy and RBAC capabilities, fully
operated by Dell EMC. CSM provides customers the control, automation and visibility over their workloads in the cloud, without
having the burden and cost of managing the backup server and paying for the infrastructure.

2 | Ease of use
CSM makes it easier for organizations to manage, protect, and control instances of data and workloads in a cloud environment
- without requiring installation or infrastructure. With a powerful policy engine, CSM takes snapshots based on tags and will help
you lower your costs by deleting the snapshots per retention policies. CSM also helps you copy snapshots across regions for
disaster recovery. In case of a meltdown in one region, the workloads can be brought up in another region.

3 | Global visibility and control
CSM gives enterprises the ability to gain global visibility and control of all their cloud accounts. With a single dashboard across
all clouds and global summary and detail reports, CSM enables enterprises to manage in cloud data protection better and control
costs and snapshot sprawl.

4 | Multi-cloud
With a growing number of customers embracing a multi-cloud strategy, CSM provides seamless management across multiple
clouds (AWS, Azure) through a single pane of glass removing the burden and cost to operate different tools for each cloud. To
meet the innovation and competitive demands of your business, it is critical that data and applications are always available
across all public clouds.

5 | Trusted partner
Dell EMC is a trusted partner in data protection whether your workloads are running on premises or in the cloud. The Dell EMC
data protection portfolio provides a trusted foundation for businesses to transform IT through the creation of a hybrid cloud, as
well as transform their business through the creation of cloud-native applications and big data solutions.
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